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Tania’s words

Wednesday afternoon (23June) I was sitting in the
Emergency Department of Kenepuru hospital
when the Emergency Alert on my phone sounded,
with everyone’s in the ED. The Alert announced
that Wellington (including Wairarapa and Kapiti
Coast) was moving to Alert Level 2 from 6pm tonight until midnight on Sunday 27 June 2021. As
with our first lockdown notification I was totally
caught off guard and it was no different this time.
As we sat there the incredible staff got into, dare I
say, “Covid mode,” masks were handed out, the
3seat benches were removed and we were given
single seats – spaced out. They did this all with
good cheer and we all felt comfortable as we
were all there with our own anxieties and no anxiety added. With all this going on my mind was full
with all the many things that need to happen and
The Church’ duty of care. What I reflected on
most was all the wonderful folk of our place and
all the work that gets done and all the hours folk
so generously give and I recalled this verse from
Acts (In my quiet time I am working my way
through the book of Acts)

wonder. After more than a year and half in pandemic mode, we have learned to count on the
people who excel at “put(ting) in order what remains to be done.” I am sure the folk at Kenepuru
hospital as with most organizations have a plan in
place for emergencies and perhaps have practised
it. Whether folk have offered medical expertise
and let us not forget our 1pm briefings, learned
how to do online worship, kept in touch by email,
zoom or phone, or wiped down pews between
services, our communities of faith and every community really, have depended on the people who
become aware of what’s needed and know how
to make it happen.
In other seasons of the church’s life folk serve on
work groups/committees, or organize mission
studies, or make sure the Young people’s table
does not run out of crayons. Folk put their gifts
and skills to work for the good of the whole –
keeping us linked. We rely on their spreadsheets
and phone trees and care for others.

Sacred Presence, I thank you for the people who
make needed things happen. With awe and wonder help us to find our place and use our gifts to
serve You as we Break bread, pray, engage the
“Awe came upon everyone, because many wonWord, praise God, care for those in need, and figders and signs were being done by the apostles.” - ure out how to share our common life.
Acts 2:43 (NRSV)
As our common, ordinary life is the greatest wonWe are all called into ministry of some kind, to
der of all. It still is.
use the gifts God has given us with awe and
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What a wonderful collection of photographs depicting the varied life of
Tawa Union Church.


We celebrated Margaret Balneaves 99th birthday



Tania’s wonderful front designs??? For Easter and ANZAC



Had a laugh blowing bubbles after the service



Listened to the Learners Band whilst they accompanied us for service



Celebrated Fake Me with our Tongan Congregation

We started our March “Link” 2020 with a warning about Covid-19 little thinking we
would still be in the Pandemic in 2021. Our visits to anywhere have become: get to the
door sign in by phone or writing on the list, remember to put on your mask, socially
distanced from each other whether by sitting in the pews or standing 1 metre apart.
It is now 1 1/2 years on and we are still living through the Covid—19 pandemic,
although we are at level 1 it still means we have to follow the washing hands and signing in protocols
These signs are still the norm, and we must .remember to follow them where ever we
go.

